Why was Jupiter like one of the political parties of to-day? Because he wanted a Leda. — Life.

The Æsculapian: Kiss from your doctor, not valued very highly; generally given as an encouragement to take a pill.

"These are good strawberries," said a countryman to a keeper of a fruit store as he helped himself to two or three. "Very good," replied the store-keeper; "seventy-five cents apiece; take another." The countryman thought he wouldn't.

Brown is very absent-minded, and it was not strange that he should do it, but it made the congregation laugh to hear him say, when he laid a quarter on the contribution plate, "Tickets, please — one out." — Boston Transcript.

When a candidate gets into the hands of his friends, the next move is to get their hands in his pockets. — Newman Independent.

Professor explaining "point in physiology:" "Now take my arm." A co-ed. who has been dozing on the back seat rouses up and murmurs: "Thank you, I guess I will: it is rather slippery"; and then, seeing the whole class look round, subsides into blushes. — Ex.

Old lady: "Only think, one missionary for 10,000 cannibals!" Young lady: "Mercy! they must have terrible light appetites, or awful big missionaries." — Puck.

What is the difference between a town and a city? Oh, that is easy enough! A town is governed by selectmen, while the rulers of a city are not always men who are remarkably select. — Boston Transcript.

And now it is proposed to resurrect the whipping-post in Massachusetts for the benefit of men who beat their wives; but no law has yet been passed to protect poor, innocent husbands from such abuse.